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What's new:  
+ Brand-new Software Health helps manage software permissions, block popup notifications, clean 
unneeded setup files, and remove malicious software & browser extensions 
+ More powerful uninstall engine eliminates residual files more completely with advanced scanning 
and cleaning algorithms 
+ More in-depth Install Monitor can log more items (including startups) created during the installation 
process for future thorough uninstall 
+ 50% larger database supports updating more popular software, including AnyDesk, Calibre, Discord, 
LibreOffice, and qBittorrent 
+ Unique Stubborn Program Remover database supports removing 1000+ stubborn programs 
+ Reinforced Force Uninstall+ can easily uninstall programs when uninstall registries are missing 
+ Newly added Windows Apps rating helps users know more about removing unwanted Windows 
Apps 
+ Improved the removal process of browser extensions 
+ Better UI for more user-friendly experience 
+ Two skins: dark and light 
+ Supported 37 languages 
+ Fully supported Windows 11 

 
Description: 
IObit Uninstaller is a perfect uninstall tool. It provides an easy and secure way to remove unwanted 
programs thoroughly, Windows Apps, Universal Windows Platform (UWP) apps, and malicious/ad 
browser extensions, giving you a clean PC and a secure & smooth online surfing experience. 
 
The wonderful features in IObit Uninstaller are: Bundleware, Stubborn Programs Remover, Force 
Uninstall+, Install Monitor, and Software Health. 
 
As the first uninstall utility that comes up with the idea of bundleware removal, IObit Uninstaller has 
advanced algorithms to detect bundleware when it is just installed, which allows users to uninstall all 
unwanted bundleware conveniently and timely. Unique Stubborn Program Remover database 
supports removing 1000+ stubborn programs and ensures all leftovers to be removed thoroughly 
from the computer just like they've never existed. Force Uninstall+ helps you uninstall programs that 
cannot be uninstalled in a routine way due to missing uninstall registries or built-in uninstaller errors, 
and clean all related files easily. Real-time Install Monitor supports logging startups, system services, 
scheduled tasks, DLL registration, and more other items created during the installation process for 
future thorough uninstall of the program. Software Health gives users power to manage hidden 
software permissions, block disturbing popup notifications, clean unneeded setup files, and remove 
malicious software & browser extensions, making all your software run smoother and reducing 
security risks. 
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IObit Uninstaller also supports rating Windows apps, which helps users make a wiser decision when 
they want to remove unwanted Windows Apps. What’s more, the optimized Software Updater now 
supports updating more popular programs, like AnyDesk, Calibre, Discord, LibreOffice, and qBittorrent. 
 
All in all, IObit Uninstaller is an all-in-one uninstall utility to uninstall programs, bundleware, browser 
extensions, and Windows Apps for a clean and safe PC. 


